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Would you like to have another Solo II at Hawaii Raceway Park? Several people have
expressed an interest in doing this in the near future. The track has been extended and greatly
Improved. It should be an exciting new challenge, so let me know how you feel.

The Skip Barber Races are over and I'd like to thank everyone who worked with me on the
corners and in timing and scoring. We now have a core group of people who have the
knowledge and experience to staff a track for wheel to wheel racing. I feel this Is a very big step
in the right direction. A special thanks to Larry Andereon, Gerald Luke, John Shrum and
Mike Kojima for working all the races.

I'd also like to thank Art Magallane. tor offering adrive In his car to the most helpful worker. It's
very unusual for any club member to be so giving. Thank's again!
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Regional Executive,
Hawaii Region SCCA
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On Wednesday November 13 we will have a special meeting to discuss the progress we have
made in bringing wheel to wheel racing to Hawaii. The time has come to set some definite
goals and outline a timetable for having our first regional race and drivers school at Hawaii
Raceway Park. It is very important that we all get together. so please try to attend. We need the
support of everyone interested in racing to get this program off the ground.

The meeting will be at 6:30 pm. November 13 in the meeting room of the Nimitz Business
Center, 1130 N Nimitz. Call M.G. Lewis at 672-8255 if you have any questions.

FREE RIDE

Art Magallan •• has made a very generous offer that should encourage everyone to help out at
our monthly solo events. The most herptul person each month will be given a chance to drive
Art's car at the next event. The run will be free of charge and can be used as a reqular or
second run. Here's your chance to help our club and get a free ride. How can you lose?
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